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CETA was this notion that art could be such an expansive field, and that being creative was a way of living. It was about fighting for something that we believed in. I think that I became a much stronger human being because of all of those CETA exchanges. It also just made it more fun.

– Candida Alvarez, former CCF artist, 2019

From 1974 to 1981, 200 localities across the nation—large and small, urban and rural—took advantage of the Federal Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) jobs program to create public service employment and training opportunities for artists and cultural workers.

While not intended for artists, CETA nurtured a diverse cultural workforce, provided art services and engagement to hundreds of communities, and launched the careers of now-prominent artists and arts administrators, as well as beneficiaries who brought their experience to arts-adjacent fields or transferred it to other sectors. It also helped to nourish the community arts movement in New York and throughout the United States.

Providing full-time employment to nearly 20,000 artists and cultural workers—arts administrators, venue security staff, archivists—CETA provided more jobs for the arts community than any other government program since the New Deal’s Federal Project Number One, the arts program of the Works Progress Administration (WPA). At its peak, CETA invested $200 million per year on arts and culture jobs, roughly the equivalent of $800 million in 2021.

When CETA funding in New York City was made available for artists in 1977, six hundred were employed by five nonprofits. More than 300 of those artists were hired by the nonprofit Cultural Council Foundation (CCF)—the focus of this show. Despite major successes, federal funding cuts forced it to close in September 1980.

Although CETA has received far less attention than the arts programs of the WPA, in many respects it rivals the importance of the New Deal-era initiatives. Like the WPA, CETA legislation was written and adopted at a time of great economic crisis in the United States when the private sector could not create or provide a sufficient number of jobs. While the
WPA focused much of its attention on creating large-scale national and statewide projects with established artists, CETA was a locally-managed jobs program with no designated provision for artist employment. However, through the ingenuity of the arts community, CETA Title VI public service employment funds were used to send poets, dancers, actors, photographers, and painters, among many other specialists, into schools, libraries, museums and historical societies, nursing homes, hospitals, transportation hubs, correctional facilities, and community centers.

Across the country, CETA provided the first opportunity for many emerging arts organizations to gain stability or fill critical administrative roles, some of which were taken on by artists. It was also the first time that many cultural organizations could employ artists to create or increase public programming. As a result, CETA arts and humanities projects had a transformative impact on the general public’s understanding of the breadth and depth of the expanding arts and culture sector of the time. CETA heralded a positive paradigm shift, bringing many new voices to the fore while also seeing the large-scale development of community arts projects, which, because of their nature, only exist now in the memories of their creators, the original participants, and the limited documentary material produced.

Now, as the United States faces a similar task of economic rebuilding after COVID-19, several CETA-like workforce development programs have emerged within the arts community. CETA’s legacy serves as a precedent for envisioning how we can create sustained investment in arts labor today, and a model for the reimagining of employment in the cultural field within the framework of American infrastructure and labor force development.


When Richard Nixon took office as President in 1969, he sought to implement a “new federalism” that called for decentralizing and distributing many federal government powers and monies to the state level.

During the early 1970s economic recession, the United States faced simultaneously rising rates of unemployment and inflation. To address the flailing economy and urgent need for employment and training, the Nixon
administration passed the Comprehensive Employment and Training Act (CETA) in 1973, marking a major shift in the federal government’s policy on workforce support programming. The CETA legislation served to consolidate all job training and employment programs under one legislative umbrella; eliminate restrictive funding requirements; and most importantly, mark a major decentralization of policy-setting, decision-making, and financial control of training and employment programs from the Department of Labor in Washington D.C. to state and local governments, which were largely Republican-controlled. In this shift of power, state and local governments became “prime sponsors” and eligible for direct block grants of federal workforce funds. It was suggested that the decentralization of programming would allow for a more accurate assessment of local needs.

While the CETA legislation was in development, Congressional Democrats advocated for a public service employment (PSE) component and cited high unemployment and inflation as just cause for PSE inclusion. For Congressional Republicans, who believed that the Federal government should be the “employer of last resort,” decentralization was a key feature.

With these compromises and concessions in play, CETA was enacted by Congress and signed into law in December 1973. When it launched, CETA included Title I, a major job training program, and Title II, a smaller public service jobs program. All CETA projects were to be federally funded and administered by the prime sponsors (local units of jurisdiction having populations of 100,000 or more).

During its existence, CETA contained a total of eight distinct sections, or “titles.” Most CETA arts projects emerged from Title VI—funding for the Countercyclical Public Service Employment Program—which passed in December 1974 under President Gerald Ford. It was this Title VI program that provided temporary public service job opportunities during periods of high unemployment, thus offering support for many artists, who were often cyclically unemployed.

Perhaps one of the most significant differences between the WPA and CETA is that CETA did not provide any special categories geared toward artists, artwork, or cultural services. CETA was designed to target those with little or no education, language learners, and the chronically unemployed. Artists were able to work through CETA thanks to the Title VI provision of the legislation, which permitted the contracting of the “skilled unemployed” in public service.
CETA Arts Get Its Start

The first CETA artists project, developed in 1974 for the San Francisco Art Commission, was the brainchild of John Kreidler, who learned of the CETA legislation while working in Washington D.C. for the Federal Department of Labor and Office of Management and Budget. Having written his master’s thesis on the WPA arts program and having previously studied the nature of Los Angeles’ arts labor market, Kreidler was uniquely predisposed to recognize CETA’s potential to employ artists in a public service mode similar to the WPA. He took that knowledge to the San Francisco Art Commission, whose Neighborhood Arts Programs (NAPs) was a good fit for the nascent CETA Title VI community service opportunity.

Kreidler wrote a proposal for CETA funding to support unemployed artists in San Francisco. The Art Commission, then headed by former WPA painter Martin Snipper, submitted the application to the Mayor’s Office of Manpower, which served as the city’s prime sponsor administering CETA monies. Eunice Elton, the Director of the Mayor’s Office of Manpower, understood the needs of the local artists’ community, as well as the contributions artists could make through public service.

In December 1974, the Mayor’s Office of Manpower approved the Art Commission’s proposal for 24 full-time artist positions, utilizing the recently-adopted CETA Title VI public service employment program. The first-come-first-served applications drew a crowd of nearly 500 artists, the first 100 of whom received applications. The limited supply led to tensions and fistfights in the queue, forcing city officials to recognize the volume and crucial needs of unemployed local artists. Shortly thereafter, the Office of Manpower expanded the funding offer an additional 90 positions for artists. Over 3,500 people picked up applications for the remaining slots.

Between 1974 and 1981, over 800 Bay Area artists were employed through CETA. In San Francisco, many worked for the Neighborhood Arts Programs, which developed culturally responsive arts programs at neighborhood community centers. It was the first program in the nation to employ local artists working in a variety of disciplines to provide workshops, performances, and other arts services that engaged and reflected local communities’ identities and cultural practices.
Celebrated sculptor and art education activist Ruth Asawa recognized that CETA artists could benefit the Alvarado Art Workshop, an innovative program co-founded by Asawa that engaged parents and professional artists in public schools and community gardens. The 40 CETA artists assigned to the Alvarado Art Workshop transformationally strengthened and expanded the organization, which is still thriving as the San Francisco Arts Education Project.

When word of the Bay Area’s successful CETA artist proposal spread throughout the country, cities across the nation similarly channeled Title VI CETA funds to develop programs for artist employment in public service roles.

CETA Arts in New York City

Talk of a New York City CETA artists project began in 1975 when the city was on the brink of bankruptcy. While New York received CETA monies at that time, its use for artist employment had not yet been approved.

Sara Garretson, Executive Director of the Cultural Council Foundation (CCF), Cheryl McClenney, Assistant Commissioner of the newly-autonomous Department of Cultural Affairs, and Ted S. Berger, Director of the New York Foundation for the Arts (NYFA), alerted the city’s arts community to the possibility of CETA funds for 85 artist jobs and quickly began laying the groundwork for a CETA-supported artists project. However, the funds would not materialize for another two years. In the interim, Garretson, McClenney, and Berger collaboratively built the CCF Artists Project proposal with cautious optimism.

When Jimmy Carter became President in 1976, he expanded CETA allotments, particularly to public service employment. Because New York City was in financial trouble and unemployment was exceptionally high, additional CETA funds became available. In 1977, a large influx of Title VI funding encouraged Mayor Abraham Beame’s administration to consider CETA project applications from the arts community. In February, the New York City Department of Employment called Sara Garretson requesting a formal proposal for 300 artists. It was due in one month.
When it launched in 1978, CCF’s Artist Project became the largest community-based organization under CETA contract (arts and non-arts) in the country, with 300 artists and a $4.5 million yearly budget. An additional four New York City-based non-profits received smaller CETA funding contracts in 1977 to employ arts workers through the Title VI provision: Theater for the Forgotten, La MaMa, American Jewish Congress, and Hospital Audiences each managed an additional 50 artists.

After several rounds of revisions, incorporating critical input from an advisory committee largely comprised of artists, CCF’s proposal won essential advocacy from elected officials and city agencies. The proposal’s success required an immense amount of political support from New York City’s Department of Cultural Affairs, as well as the Department of Employment and the Board of Estimate, a now-defunct but formerly powerful government body. Comprised of the mayor (then Abraham Beame), the comptroller, the city council president, and the five borough presidents, the Board of Estimate was responsible for a variety of municipal policies and decisions, including the city budget. Its members needed to be assured that their constituents would benefit. After a daylong, tension-filled presentation to the Board of Estimate, the CCF contract passed unanimously on October 20, 1977.

The Board of Estimate hearing was a day of high drama and considerable tension. I don’t know if the Board of Estimate has ever seen anything like that. After we passed, the Board members all talked about how next time they hoped it wasn’t 300 jobs, but 3,000. Everyone got into the spirit of it. At this point, the artists and administrators were jumping up and down, tears were coming down, and we were all hugging each other. It was great!

– Sara Garretson, Executive Director, Cultural Council Foundation, 1978
Once green-lighted, the artists project was set to begin on January 3, 1978. While Garretson, McClenney, and Berger had already begun developing the application process, the team worked around the clock, seven days a week to prepare the project infrastructure, interview and selection processes, hire artists into administrative positions, and identify their community placements.

Even before the Board of Estimate officially approved the project, CCF hired Rochelle Slovin to be the Artists Project Director. Slovin had a background in theater, as well as extensive city government experience working for the New York City Planning Commission and for Bronx Borough President Robert Abrams. Slovin’s administrative staff—demographically diverse and composed entirely of artists—was a key component of the project’s effectiveness from the start. The administrators, including discipline and borough coordinators, were familiar with the realities of being an artist, and were thus well-prepared to empathize, negotiate, and advocate in ways that resonated with artists in the field.

CCF convinced the Department of Employment that the “first-come, first-served” application process used in many other places would not yield the highest quality participants for a CETA artists program in New York City. Instead, the screening process involved a written application, including proposals for public artworks that would involve a local community, and auditions and interviews with highly regarded panelists to identify candidates with a strong artistic practice who were well-suited for work in community settings.

CCF Artists Project hopefuls faced the federal Department of Labor’s strict income eligibility requirements. Eligible applicants had to have been unemployed for at least 15 of the 20 weeks prior to CETA employment and meet stringent earned income caps for the previous 12 months: $2,700 for a family of one and $7,580 for a family of four. Strict requirements notwithstanding, between October 22 and November 4, 1977, CCF received 4,000 applications for its 300 artist positions. The massive and rapid response clearly demonstrated the severity of artists’ needs.

CCF directly administered roughly 131 visual, literary, and performing artists. Seven additional organizations were chosen as subcontractors: the Association of American Dance Companies managed the dancers and choreographers; Jazzmobile and the Brooklyn Philharmonia would
hire musicians; the Association of Hispanic Arts (AHA) would organize a multi-disciplinary cohort of Latinx artists; the Black Theatre Alliance (BTA) administered actors, stage managers, and theater technicians; and the Foundation for Independent Video and Film (FIVF) coordinated film/videos makers. The project’s administrators also had the foresight to include a project documentation unit comprised of three photographers, three writers and an archivist, which was overseen by the Foundation for the Community of Artists (FCA).

A New Way of Supporting Artists

The CCF Artists Project was structured to address three core objectives: support opportunities for its artists to develop and showcase their artwork, support local communities through arts services, and support the CCF artist community.

All CCF Artists Project employees were hired for 35-hour workweeks, earned $10,000 a year (the equivalent of roughly $40,000 in 2021), received health insurance, and were eligible for paid vacation time and sick leave, among other benefits. Four days of the workweek were to be spent in community-based assignments, while the fifth day was the artist’s own to work on self-initiated projects. The CCF Artists Project was the only CETA artists project in the nation to provide for a paid “studio day”—another key element of the project’s success. With this structure, the artists were encouraged to develop their resumes, portfolios, professional networks, and their artistic practice.

Another important element of artist support provided by CCF’s infrastructure was copyright. Under the WPA, artworks became property of the federal government. Because CETA was decentralized and locally-managed, copyright and ownership retention varied from program to program. CCF began to consider the issue even before its artists project launched. Many artists felt that they should be awarded copyrights to their work created through the program given that their future income depended, in large measure, on revenue generated by past works. Garretson and Slovin negotiated with the federal Department of Labor and New York City Department of Employment for a contract change that granted artists ownership and copyright of all works produced during the contract period. In cases where work was produced for a community sponsor, wherein materials and supplies were provided by that sponsor, the artist and
sponsor signed separate letters of agreement, which were prepared on a case-by-case basis depending on individual circumstances resulting in some long and short-term shared copyrights.

The program’s unique bi-weekly Pay Day meetings, where artists received their paychecks, aimed to foster a sense of community among the CCF artists, providing opportunity for feedback and encouraging collaborations within the cohort and across disciplines. In interviews conducted for this project, many a CCF alum has spoken fondly of Pay Day meetings, where they had a chance to become lifelong friends and collaborators with artists they otherwise would never have met. PayDayNews, an internal newsletter produced by the Cultural Council Foundation, was distributed to CCF artists and administrators at Pay Day meetings. PayDayNews was a forum for sharing both information about the CCF Artists Project and announcements about CCF artist and staff achievements within and beyond the program.

In CETA, you got this sense of being part of something bigger than you and your studio. To be part of this major artistic enterprise that was funded by the government was really special. We were this large team that fanned out over New York and worked together for the greater cause of beautifying and enriching the city. To this day, CETA was one of the highlights of my development as an artist.

– Ademola Olugebefola, former CCF artist, 2019

Exhibitions, performances, and festivals facilitated and organized by CCF created opportunities to present work developed during studio time. CCF administrators worked hard to create partnerships with agencies like the Port Authority of New York and New Jersey (which had a special department and budget for beautification projects) and could offer high-visibility, high-traffic venues like the Ninth Street PATH station and the World Trade Center.

**A New Way of Supporting Community Arts**

CCF staff received thousands of requests for artists from community organizations. Placement sites were either non-profits or social service
organizations. These could apply to CCF with a specific project, or could be proposed as a community work site by an artist in the program. Sponsors were responsible for covering all associated project costs except for the artist’s salary. In the first year of the CCF Artists Project, assignments could range from a one-time lecture, demonstration, or workshop to several months.

The CETA contract stipulated that the CCF Artists Project offer clearly defined activities and services (all free to the public), including classes, workshops, and lecture/demonstrations, consultancies, design services, literary services, theater services, performances, and the creation of new murals, public sculptures, plays, dances, residencies, and exhibitions. It was to yield exact quantities, too—3,500 classes, 150 performances, 500 new works, and 25 exhibitions. The program far exceeded these goals. Beyond the quantification of labeled deliverables, the numbers proved that the project worked. The artists were employed in a way that made a significant impact on New York City.

The CETA project had a similarly significant impact on the artists. For many, this was their first time teaching children with learning differences or seniors with mobility challenges; their first chance to meet and engage with New Yorkers living far beyond their own boroughs; their first application of artistic skills and resourcefulness to public spaces and programs; and their first opportunity to partner with peers from vastly different backgrounds and pedagogies.

I had one CETA dance assignment at a Brooklyn public school, working with students who had learning differences. That was the first time that a light bulb went off in my head about the connection between dance and education. I didn’t realize at the time, but that became the seed for spending the rest of my life in arts and education. I owe a lot to CETA because that project ended up sparking everything.

– Susan Griss, former CCF artist, 2021

The Brooklyn Philharmonia CETA Orchestra, Jazzmobile CETA Jazz Band and Afro-Latin groups, and theater artists from the Association of Hispanic Arts and the Black Theatre Alliance presented almost 400
free public performances. The CETA Orchestra, a 20-piece classical chamber ensemble, presented concerts in parks and at the Museum of Modern Art’s Summergarden. In May 1978, Mayor Koch acknowledged their “educational and musical contributions” to the city by proclaiming “Orchestra of New York Week” on May 22. The Jazzmobile CETA Band played in schools, at art and street festivals, and presented a series of concerts/dances for seniors at the Roberto Clemente State Park in the Bronx. Dancers performed as a part of Sweet 14’s program at Union Square, and in a two-month series in the garden of the Cooper-Hewitt Museum. Directors, writers, and performers presented “The First Four,” and the “New Living Newspaper,” productions that ran in Off Broadway theatres and then toured the Bronx, Brooklyn, and Queens.

Visual artists showed their work (paintings, photographs, sculpture, crafts pieces, film and video) in 36 exhibitions. Curators helped arrange exhibits at Bronx and Brooklyn museums, and, at the Snug Harbor Cultural Center in Staten Island, 150 new works of art by 70 artists were exhibited along with Sunday afternoon performances by dancers, musicians, and poets. In all, over 1,500 new works of art were created by CCF visual artists.

Year Two of the CCF Artists Project

When the CCF Artists Project contract was to be renewed for 1979, CETA-funded jobs to other NYC community-based organizations dropped by nearly 800. But the CCF Artists Project was again unanimously approved by the Board of Estimate—and expanded from 300 to 325 artists, with AHA, BTA, and FIVF continuing as subcontractors. CCF assumed responsibility for the dance and documentary portion of the program.

In the second year, the CCF administration organized the artist cohort into specialized teams: individual and group artist residencies (dance, literary, and visual), public art, documentation and neighborhood awareness, exhibition services, graphics and illustration design, and literary works. The project also developed a 25-member Performance Ensemble at Lincoln Center.

The Graphics Team designed the illustration for the MTA’s 75th-anniversary poster; other clients included the New York Botanical Garden, New York Aquarium, and American Place Theatre. Dancers pursued their own choreography, and many of the resulting dance works were presented at
Queensborough College in a week-long festival of performances, lectures, and classes entitled “Celebrate Dance!” The Literary Works Team continued with “Words to Go,” a truck that took poets to readings in many outlying areas of the city. In addition, the Poetry Performance Troupe gave readings at several of the city’s cultural institutions, presenting CETA writers’ new work. Subcontractors greatly expanded their programs with new touring productions. Large-scale artworks were installed at Kennedy International Airport and the Human Resources Administration, which requested murals for a number of its facilities. The Municipal Art Society helped to facilitate the design, fabrication, and installation of a set of permanent, colorful ceramic murals in the Clark Street subway station.

Media Works, the CETA-funded team of film and video artists administered by the Foundation for Independent Video and Film (FIVF) (one of the original seven CCF subcontractors) offered technical consultancies, workshops, and created film and videos for community organizations across the five boroughs. Documentation of CCF Artists Project activities was also an important part of Media Works’ role. In the first year of the CCF contract, Media Works collected 35 hours of footage of the Artists Project. Using some of this material, Media Works produced The Federal Artist, which aired on Channel 13/WNET on August 12, 1979, and was spotlighted by the New York Times, the Village Voice, and SoHo Weekly News.

**CETA Arts on a National Scale**

The CCF Artists Project also gained national attention. The U.S. Department of Labor became more acutely aware of the fact that CETA was successfully employing thousands of artists nationwide. Beginning in mid-1979, the Department of Labor sponsored a series of six two-day regional conferences entitled “Putting the Arts to Work,” which were designed to encourage and assist local municipalities and arts communities in planning, designing, promoting, and managing artists projects under CETA. Directed by U.S. Assistant Secretary of Labor Ernest Green, the conference program and materials presented the CCF Artists Project as a model. Held in Atlanta, Dallas, Denver, San Francisco, Chicago, and New York City, conference attendees included local arts groups, state arts councils, CETA and arts program operators, CETA participants, federal and prime sponsor staff, and community organizations. “Putting the Arts to Work” provided workshops, a resource binder, network-building and resource exchange opportunities, and post-conference technical...
assistance. CCF Artists Project Director Rochelle Slovin served on the eighteen-member national advisory committee that helped to guide the conference’s development.

At the same time, CETA-funded programs nationwide had long faced political scrutiny. Hindered by scandals and allegations of misuse, and subject to shifting political ideologies and priorities, the legislation’s reputation was marred in Washington and with the public. Although artists projects had excellent administrative and public service records, across the country they suffered by association. When the CETA legislation was reauthorized in October 1978, CETA participants were limited to 18 months of employment in a five-year period. CETA-funded artists in New York City formed the CETA Artists Organization (CAO) to work to ensure the continuation of jobs for artists under CETA and attempted to collaborate with other non-arts CETA laborers to fight the 18-month limit and proposed funding cuts. CAO hoped to organize other NYC artist organizations to develop a permanent artist employment program based on the CETA Artists Project experience.

The 1978 reauthorization legislation attempted to redress issues of fraud and mismanagement by requiring the Department of Labor to take a more active role in monitoring and evaluating local programs. This led to increased paperwork and reporting requirements, a reduction in local control and flexibility, and a larger federal footprint on what was intended to be a decentralized program. This turn of events created challenges for CETA program administrators, and further soured CETA’s reputation with politicians and voters with a distaste for big government.

In August 1979, Congress voted to enact serious budget cuts for all CETA programs nationwide. The New York City Department of Employment, which controlled the federal funding contracts issued to local CETA programs, notified CCF of a 24% reduction in the overall program budget for fiscal year 1980, which began on October 1. While all Title VI programs would be reduced as a result, CETA arts programs in New York City would be eliminated. In September 1979, the CCF Artists Project administration drew up a schedule of several rounds of lay-offs, based on a lottery, that would gradually reduce the program to comply with the budget cuts. The lottery, held on September 10th, was supervised by a Certified Public Accounting firm. Artists’ social security numbers were drawn for each of the planned reduction dates.
In November 1979, CCF created a Job Development Program to ease the strain of lay-offs and transition artists out of the CCF Artists Project in a still-dire economy. The Job Development counselors and placement specialists (many of whom were working artists) prepared the CCF artists to look for unsubsidized jobs, and assisted them in finding those positions. Job Development staff interviewed individual artists in an effort to better understand how to match professional goals with potential employers. Friday morning seminars led by outside specialists offered career development training that addressed navigating the press, working with art dealers and agents, unemployment insurance, bookkeeping, and resume and portfolio design, among other practical topics. Job Development program services were made available to artists even after they were laid off.

**Sustaining CETA Arts**

CCF artists and administrators lobbied to save the program through organized protests and intensive letter-writing campaigns. They received a tremendous outpouring of support from community organizations and individuals who had been enriched by the artists program. At the congressional level, CCF also had a significant ally in New York’s 20th District Representative Ted Weiss, who had supported the public service approach to artist funding. On October 9, 1979, Weiss introduced legislation in Congress to establish a permanent program employing artists in community-based residencies. His “Federal Artist Program Act of 1979” (H.R. 5518) called for an initial three-year expenditure of $60 million to employ 6,000 artists and used the CCF program as a point of inspiration. Weiss’s proposal was well-received but never came to a vote or fruition. If signed into law, it would have continued a version of CETA's federally subsidized artist employment.

On April 14, 1980, Ronald Gault, City Commissioner of Employment, notified all New York City artists project contractors that they would face early shut-down on May 30, 1980—less than six weeks from the announcement. Gault claimed that the previous years’ federal budget cuts were deeper than anticipated, and that CETA artists project cuts, originally projected at thirty-five percent spread over three fiscal years, would suddenly have to be taken in one year. CETA-funded artists and allies, representing all of the city’s artists projects, organized a series of protests including a two-day “Art-A-Thon” demonstration at City Hall on April 23rd and April 24th.
Along with thirteen other members of Congress from New York, Weiss petitioned city and federal agencies to provide additional funds to extend all artists project until the end of their fiscal year 1980 contracts. As a result of these efforts, the Department of Labor made $625,000 available to New York City to sustain local artists projects beyond the May 30 termination date and enable them to complete in-process public art projects and services.

The CCF Artists Project continued to operate with gradually reduced artist numbers until September 30, 1980, though most of the cohort had been laid off by June. A photo exhibition documenting over one hundred of the CCF artists’ works opened at Lever House in September 1980, and received critical attention. Throughout its decline, project administrators sought both temporary and long-term solutions for saving or reimaging the program with different funding sources, both federal and local, and worked alongside artists and activists to facilitate opportunities for artist support.

It was a shame because, if the CETA momentum had continued, we might have a very different arts landscape today. I think it could have been amazingly successful if it had another five years to really develop. If government funding of the arts had been maintained instead of going into the private sector, the Job Development program would have had an easier time placing people in permanent jobs. So it was a double disappointment, because not only did CETA stop, but any hope that some of these small cap organizations could pick up from where we left off was also halted. And that was painful.

– Joan Snitzer, CCF Job Development Program Counseling Coordinator, 2021

By 1980, public discourse over CETA and federalism fixated on the size and role of the federal government. President Ronald Reagan, who had promised to scale back the allegedly excessive involvement of the federal government and return powers the states, repealed CETA in 1982, even though unemployment was nearly 10 percent. He replaced CETA with the Job Training Partnership Act (JTPA), which provided for more direct involvement of state governors and private sector job training
programs. The JTPA did not include income support, and determined strict performance measurements.

**The Future of ART/WORK**

Because the national CETA initiative was decentralized and locally-managed, tracing its presence and impact is a challenge. Few programs had the funding and prescience to include a Documentation Unit, but CCF did. Their photographs, interviews, and records were compiled and donated to the New York City Municipal Archives and are now publicly available in a single repository. Such an immense documentation and preservation effort has made this exhibition possible.

*I think what our Documentation Unit has been dealing with is not so much recording an object, artist, or event, but giving the future a sense of what this is all about, what lies underneath—the emotions and power that the artists bring forth.*

– George Malave, CCF Documentation Unit Photographer, 1979

Our project continues to research the histories of other CETA programs, artists, and projects in New York City—which were managed by other direct CETA contracts or sponsored by Borough Presidents—and across the country in an effort to better understand the full range of CETA’s impact on arts workforce development across the United States. We are planning a traveling exhibit on the impact of CETA nationwide and the myriad artists careers and nonprofits it spawned.

We hope that you will join us in considering the importance of artists and arts workers in the American workforce, the role and history of the creative community in our social fabric, and the powerful ways in which public and private funding can support the transformational abilities of the arts, storytelling, and representation in cultural production.

*This text is written for the exhibition ART/WORK: How the Government-Funded CETA Jobs Program Put Artists to Work, curated by Molly Garfinkel and Jodi Waynberg, showing at City Lore Gallery and Cuchifritos Gallery + Project Space (NYC) from December 10, 2021.*
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Merian Soto
Vic Stornant
Elliott Vileen
Irving Vincent
Irene Wagner
Neille Weissman
David L. White II
Cathryn Williams
Levern Williams
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Phil Wilson
James Wood
David Woodberry
Allie Woods
Marilyn Worrell
Theodora Emiko
Yoshikami
Stephen Zuckerman
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Akira
Robert Allen
Janet Alling
Candida Alvarez
Nina Anderson
Louis Aponte
Steven Appel
Brenda Nzinga Ashley
Ellsworth Ausby
Tia Clara Ballantine
Bimal Banerjee
Betty Beaumont
Dawoud Bey
James Biederman
McArthur Binion
Willie Birch
Jerzy Bittner
Charlotte Borchartd
Marcia Bricker
Dan Brobander
Lance Bryant
Ellin Burke
Robert Carvin
Herman Cherry
Ronald Clark
Ellen Cooper
Daniel Dawson
Carmen DeJesus
Avel de Knight
Joseph Delaney
Sharon Douglas
Eric Julian Durst
Ronald Edson
Sandra Erickson

Louis Faurer
Rochelle Feinstein
Barry Feuerstein
Shulamith Firestone
R.M. Fischer
George Ford
George Foster
Stephen Foust
Marilyn Fox
Pablo Agudelo Galliano
Joseph Ganapolsky
George Gershinowitz
Selvin E. Goldbourne
Stanford Golob
Juan Gomez-Quiroz
Milton Green
Raphael Gribetz
John Gruen
Arthur Guerra
Robert Guerro
Faye Halpern
Francine Halvorsen
Buist Hardison
Jack M. Harris
Rebecca Harvey
Rosalyn Hawthorne
Edward A. Hee
Gilberto Hernandez
Sarah Hook
Susan Horton
Kinrood Johnson
Francesca Jones
Francene S. Keery
Germaine Keller
Alan Kleinman
Linda Kraut
Nina Kuo
Manuel Landrove
William Lapham
Harold Lehr
Sheila Lehr
Vered Lieb
Steven Linden
Inverna Lockpez

Domingo Lopez
Wyn Loving
Pedro Lujan
Lucy Mahler
Cynthia Mailman
Virginia Maksymowicz
George Malave
Alice Malin
Marbeth
Colin Marcelle
James H. Margulies
Denise Mattia
Kurt McGill
Abraham Menashe
George Mingo
Rudolph Montanez
Diana Morris
Phyllis Morse
Lee Jack Morton
Marguerite Munch-Weber
Richard Nicksic
Ademola Olugebefola
Susan Ortega
Elizabeth Pollock
William Polyn
Marjorie Portnow
Lawrence Racioppo
Rhonda Ronan
Deborah Rosenthal
Ann Marie Rousseau
Christy Rupp
Kasumi Saiga
Alan Samalin
Marilyn Schwartz
David Seccombe
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Robert Smith
Vincent D. Smith
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Don Snyder
Ken Sofer
William Sparrow
Joe Stallone
Charles Stanley
Joan Stephens
Kenn Stepman
Timothy Stocco
Glenda Renee Stoller
Kwok-Yee Tai
Ida Talalla
Rosalind Simi Thompson
Wendy Tiefenbacher
Blaise Tobia
Walter Torres
Nitza Tutifino
Carol Urrutia
Winston Vargas
Richard Velez
Ursula von Rydingsvard
Harry M. Walker
Judy Waterman
Sarah Wells
Anna Goth Werner
Barry Wechter
E. Lee White
Jack H. White
Bud Wirschafter
James Wright
Michael Zwack

ASSOCIATION OF HISPANIC ARTS/CETA

Brenda Feliciano
Edward Gallardo
Jerry Gonzales
Alfredo Hernandez
Marco Kalisch
Miguel Loperena
Guillermo Lucero
Adal Maldonado
Restrepo Maldonado
Ana Manzano
Lui Marquez
Manuel Martinez
Luis Melendez
Joseph Victoria Montero
Clara Zully Montero
Roberto Monticello
Maria Norman
Ana Ortiz
Diva Osorio
Francisco Prado
Braulio Rodriguez
John Faro Pi Roman
Eddie Ruperto
Hermilo Salazar
Raul Santiago Sebazo
Ricardo Torres
Manuel Touron
Manuel Vega
Awilda Villarini

Vivian Jackson-Jones
Kirk Kirksey
George Langhorn
Kendell Lide
Tobias McBeth
Walter Miles
Laverne Moore
Lee Morton
Niamani Mutima
Larry Neilson
Jill Nelsom
Victor A. Nims
Marcia Nurse
Daniel W. Owens
Abdul Rahman
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Sandra Ross
Pawnee Sills
Matt Turney
Stephen Joseph Tyson
Marvin Watkins
Edna Watson
Harold Youngblood
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Boris Barkan
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Ethan Bauch
Brian Bruman
Melissa Coren
Julius Eastman
Pamela Eppe
Tatiana Feigin
David R. Frost
Roberta Hankin
Stephen D. Hart
Rodney T. Hytonen
Susan Krongold
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Deborah S. Newmark
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Sara N. Ricketts  
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Robert Weigand  
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Kamil Abdul-Alim  
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Raul Diaz  
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Johnnie Garry  
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David Hopkins  
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Richard Levine  
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David S. Mills  
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William Rodriguez  
Kenneth Rogers  
Earl Swanson  
Malachi Thompson  
Wilfredo Vazquez  
Azzendin Niles Weston  
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About

Founded in 1999, **Artists Alliance Inc.** (AAI) is dedicated to launching, strengthening, and advancing the vision of emerging and underrepresented artists & curators through funded residencies, paid exhibition opportunities, and commissioned projects. Rooted in the Lower East Side (LES), a long-standing epicenter for creative experimentation and cultural diversity, AAI cultivates contemporary art practices that challenge the way we experience ourselves and our communities. As a dedicated advocate of sustainability for NY-based artists and the enduring community benefits of free and accessible contemporary art, AAI develops programming within larger institutions that hold vital social and cultural significance on the LES. For more information, visit artistsallianceinc.org

Founded in 1986, **City Lore** is New York City's center for urban folk culture. With a mission to foster New York City – and America’s – living cultural heritage, City Lore encompasses a Lower East Side gallery space, performances, lectures, the People’s Hall of Fame, a POEMobile that projects poems onto walls and buildings, and programs throughout the five boroughs. We document, present, and advocate for New York City’s grassroots cultures to ensure their living legacy in stories and histories, places and traditions. We work in four cultural domains: urban folklore and history; preservation; arts education; and grassroots poetry traditions. In each, we seek to further cultural equity and model a better world with projects as dynamic and diverse as New York City itself. City Lore is a nonprofit 501(c)3. For more information, visit citylore.org